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Urban congestion remains a serious issue in San Juan, costing the average commuter 
$1,150 annually, on par with Atlanta, Miami and other congested cities
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Annual cost of congestion per auto commuter by Metropolitan 
Statistical Area (MSA)1

In $’s, 2014 
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1 Value of travel time delay (estimated at $17.67 per hour of person travel and $94.04 per hour of truck time) and excess fuel consumption (estimated using state average cost per gallon for gasoline 
and diesel)

SOURCE: 2015 Texas Transportation Institute Scorecard

� The average automobile commuter in 
San Juan experiences 43 hours of delay 
and wastes 24 gallons of excess fuel

� This has led to wasted costs of $1,150 
directly attributable to congestion for 
every commuter, an amount on par with 
congested cities such as Austin, Atlanta 
and Honolulu

� Reducing these congestion costs, by 
improving urban mobility, is vital to 
improving the free flow of goods and 
commuters as to promote economic 
development
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HTA will continue to implement high benefit-to-cost ratio solutions to manage 
congestion and positively impact economic recovery
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� Further Develop HTA’s capability to provide real-time traveler information to major roadways in the San Juan –
Caguas – Gurabo corridor, including:

� Install Additional Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) field devices which allow HTA to provide real time 
information to the traveling public.

� Utilize real-time data to provide roadside messaging and alerts to the traveling public
� Support enhanced performance management through traffic data consolidation and analysis, and utilize 

congestion data to inform future capital investments
� Improve traveler alert capabilities with the inauguration of HTA’s traffic management center and improvement of 

integrated capabilities

� Improve efficiency of incident clearing by integrating services with Police and EMS on major roadways 
� Facilitate expedited incident clearance (towing, patch and debris clearing) in high traffic corridors.

� Invest in improvements to  traffic signaling hardware and software 
� Consider the expansion of lane control and dynamic merge control to ease traffic during commuting hours, 

construction projects, and for special events w/ use of reversible lanes.
� Explore use of Active Traffic Management, including variable speed limits, shoulder use, and dynamic restrictions to 

improve efficiency of current highway networks

� Optimize toll collection systems to improve traffic flow on major toll roads, increase compliance and improve 
revenue capture.

� Reduce reliance on toll plazas in favor of overhead tolling, decreasing labor costs and improving rate of travel
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Congestion Management Projects as a Priority for HTA (1 of 2) 

• HTA continues to invest in congestion management through innovative technology and key infrastructure investments. HTA recognizes that 
effective congestion management will contribute to Puerto Rico’s economic recovery.

• HTA prioritizes congestion management within Capital Improvement Programs based on cost/benefit analysis which include economic 
impact on a project-specific basis, but has not conducted the econometric studies required to estimate impact on the Island’s overall GNP. 
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Collect incident and traveler information and marshal resources to manage congestion:
� Facility will house EMS, Police of P.R., PRHTA – Traffic Management and Freeway 

Operations, and Public Services Center
� Center will continue data collection practices in place since Jan 2016
� 100% Federally Funded

Facilitate quicker responses to incidents:
� Facility will house EMS, PRHTA, Police of P.R., and Public Services
� 100% Federally Funded

Expedite resolution of roadway incidents safely:
� Implementation limited by independent contractors and regulatory issues
� Phase 1 started April 2017; Phase 2 (for PR-1/2/20) underway
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May, 2018

ESTIMATED COMPLETION
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Congestion Management Projects as a Priority for HTA (2 of 2)
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Reduce congestion in major intersection in Caguas, enable public transportation and 
lane capacity management through variable toll rates:
� $148 M total investment in congestion management, funded with regular Federal 

funds. An Infrastructure for Rebuilding America (INFRA) discretionary grant of $118M 
is currently pending. HTA is not currently considering this grant in its baseline 
projections, but if the grant is receive it would allow for redirection of resources to 
other projects.

� The DTL project facilitates PR-52 Bus Rapid Transit Implementation
� Phases I-III (PR-52/18/1) Replaces and improves Reversible Contraflow Lane 

Replacement providing two lanes with shoulders up to PR-18.
� Phases III-V (PR-52/30/1) Bridge Construction (connecting PR-52 and PR-30) for 

congestion management lanes, facilitating seamless transfer from highway to high-
traffic surface road.

Install Intelligent Transportation System(ITS) Devices to gather traveler information:
� Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras; Bluetooth (travel time and 

origin/destination); Microwave Vehicle Detection Systems (MVDS) (speed and 
volume); Fiber Optics; and Dynamic Message Signs (DMS) (traveler communication) – a 
first in Puerto Rico

December, 2019
PHASE 1 - 3

October, 2022
PHASE 4 - 5

November, 2018

ESTIMATED COMPLETION
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Infrastructure reform and capital investment
� The Planning Board regularly updates infrastructure needs through the 4-year Capital Investment Program. The program outlines short 

and medium term infrastructure needs for the Government of Puerto Rico. The Planning Board consults with different governmental 
agencies to determine priority and scope of projects. The program’s goal is to identify infrastructure needs that will improve the quality of 
life of Puerto Rico residents that are aligned with public policy.

� In addition to the Planning Board report and as required by the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018 Pub.L.115-123, the Government of Puerto 
Rico by no later than 180 after the approval of the bill must submit to Congress a report describing Puerto Rico’s 12- and 24-month 
Economic and Disaster Recovery Plan. The plan must also define the priorities, goals, and expected outcomes of the recovery effort for the 
Commonwealth, based on damage assessments prepared pursuant to Federal law.

� The plan must be developed in conjunction with the following federal agencies: (i) FEMA, (ii) Secretary of the Treasury, (iii) Secretary of 
Energy and (iv) other agencies having responsibilities defined under the National Disaster Recovery Framework.  In addition, the
Government is committed to incorporate in the plan the following:

� A new and more effective system of capital investment backed by appropriate institutional organization and Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs). 

� A prioritized list of investments, beyond the reconstruction plan, that addresses key bottlenecks to generate economic growth
including infrastructure priorities to guide investment with clear, systematic cost-benefit analysis and quantitative scoring to
prioritize projects; 

� A framework for reconstruction that does not just build back what existed, but instead incorporates resiliency measures to build to 
a risk adjusted level 

� Sources of funding for all investments, including external capital, foreign direct investment, and PPP structures
� Environmental review and permitting with opportunities for accelerated review processes, where appropriate; 
� Procurement and delivery best practices. 

Infrastructure Priority per Federal Report
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